MY CONCERN FOR JOE LOMBARDO
THE EVER EXPANDING LAS VEGAS CONSPIRACY
I was a young boy when John F. Kennedy was assassinated. I was still relatively young
when Robert Kennedy and Martin Luther King were assassinated. Through the years we’ve seen
other assassinations, or should I call them by what they’re termed now, “suspicious deaths.” If
you do a simple Google search on “The Clinton Body Count,” you will find stories about
hundreds of people who have been associated with Bill and Hillary Clinton and who
disappeared, or lost their brakes while driving, were mysteriously murdered or who suicided
themselves. Working for the Clintons has always been dangerous because if you cross them in
any way, or happen to hear something that you should not have heard your chances of dying
increase dramatically. The same goes when it comes to working for Obama, or working against
him.
On last week’s radio show I talked about things and people starting to disappear, and to
watch this thing increase as time marches forth, all in regard to the Las Vegas sacrificial
executions. I know that sounds like a strong term, but let’s face the facts, the government was
infiltrated over the past twenty years or so by a very Satanic element. Many people still refuse to
acknowledge the fact that Satanism actually exists and/or that Wiccans are in combination with
Satanism are very present dangers to our society. Some people like myself are aware of these
things today, but unfortunate for some people, they will not believe it until they are set before
Satanic tribunals and told that they need to accept a Luciferian initiation or they will be killed.
Well, in the meantime, people have begun to disappear, or they’ve ended up dead, or they
look like they fear for their lives should they tell the truth. One woman, in particular, was named
Kymberley Suchomel attended the concert event and survived the event only to lose her life a
few days later after she swore to everyone that there were shooters on the ground and
everywhere. Here is her testimony as recorded by “Info Wars,” News:
LAS VEGAS SURVIVOR ABRUPTLY DIES DAYS AFTER POSTING EYEWITNESS
ACCOUNT OF SECOND SHOOTER
Died of ‘natural causes’ 5 days after posting her story
Shepard Ambellas | SHTF Plan – OCTOBER 14, 2017

(INTELLIHUB) — A woman by the name of Kymberley Suchomel, 28, who attended the
Oct. 1 Route 91 Harvest Music Festival, passed away Monday at her Apple Valley home
just days after she had survived the deadliest mass shooting in modern U.S. history
unscathed, according to multiple mainstream media reports.
Suchomel, who posted her eyewitness account of the Las Vegas massacre in astonishingly
vivid detail to her Facebook page on Oct. 4, subsequently passed away in her home on
Oct. 9 from what reports are claiming are ‘natural causes.’
Shockingly, just days before her death, Suchomel posted key details about the shooting to
Facebook that contradicted the official narrative which claims that Stephen Paddock was
the lone gunman.
“From about 50 feet in front of us, and a little to the right, fire crackers were set off. Let
me repeat that… FIRE CRACKERS WERE SET OFF. I verbally stated “some asshole
just shot of fire crackers in close proximity to so many people”. I was literally pissed off.
You could see Jason Aldean look to his left kind of startled by it, but he was also clearly
irritated. I would say about 15 seconds later, the first volley of gunfire was released,” the
eyewitness wrote.
She went on…
It was a shorter volley than any of the others, and the gunfire was not as close together
either. EVERYONE looked up, down, around. We thought it was more fire crackers at
first, but then Ricky reached over, told us all to put our boots on, quickly. And the volley
ended. Then people started to panic. The gentlemen behind me looked at me as I was
putting on my boots, half laying down, and said “calm down crazy, its just fireworks,
jeez”.
That is when the 2nd volley went off, Ricky yelled at us all to get down, flat, & we
immediately knew there was someone shooting at us. I remember getting down, but I
didn’t lay flat for some reason, thinking- oh my gosh, I need to get flatter than I am now,
but my body just wouldn’t let me. That was the 2nd volley. At the end of that volley ( I am
still struggling to get my boots on), we turned and tried to run, but the people behind us
still weren’t moving. I yelled at the lady “RUN! ITS GUNFIRE!
RUUUUUUUUUNNNNN!!!”
Third volley of gunfire hits astroturf
According to Suchomel the shooting was ‘close.”
“[When] the 3rd volley hit… and it was close. Very, very close to us. I could physically
see the impact of the bullets on the astro-turf, I could feel the warmth & the passing of
bullets. Once that 3rd volley was over, Casie linked her arm into mine, and we decided at

that moment we weren’t stopping- we were getting the Hell out of there. And I do mean
Hell. We were in literal Hell,” she claimed.
“The gentlemen that mocked me stating it was just fireworks fell to the ground, and he
never got back up. The lady behind me (who was now in front of me) who was terrified as
I told her to run, never got back up. I actually had to physically step over her body to run
(something I am still struggling with, so please don’t attack me. I was absolutely in flightor-fight mode). There was another person to my right who also wasn’t moving. We ran. I
don’t know what direction we ran, I don’t know towards which landmark we ran. We just
ran. It was at this time our group got split up. Casie & I were together. Ricky, Cassie &
Mendy were together.”
Soon after, according to her account, Suchomel started to panic when she realized
‘100%’ that there was more than one shooter and that multiple gunmen were in the
crowd!
“We were rounding some sort of corner maybe- and I looked to the right and I saw this
large cowboy sitting down with his legs spread, holding a blood-soaked woman. I
thought to myself “we NEED to hide”, but as I looked quickly for somewhere to go, the
gunfire once again got closer and closer. We couldn’t hide because they (and I do mean
THEY) were chasing us. That exact moment is when I started to really panic. That is the
exact moment in which I thought this was it, I was going to die, I was never going to see
my family again. So, as we are running, we approach this fence where men are throwing
women over, and we ran up to it as they had knocked It down, so we were able to get out.
As we crossed the threshold of the venue, my mind went straight to other mass shootings
and hearing the victim’s families in my head talk about how they never got to say
goodbye. I did not want this for my husband (who was at work) & my grandma (who had
my daughter, Scarlett). So, at 10:07pm I called my husband franticly leaving him a
voicemail- telling him that I loved him and was in the middle of a shooting & I wasn’t
sure if I would make it out alive,” she explained.
“Next, while still running, I called my grandma to tell her the exact same thing. But the
gunfire wasn’t stopping this whole time. It wasn’t ceasing. It wasn’t slowing down. And It
was directly behind us, following us. Bullets were coming from every direction. Behind
us, in front of us, to the side of us. But I know, I just know, that there was someone
chasing us. The entire time I felt this way,” she explained “The farther we got from the
venue, the closer the gunfire got. I kept looking back expecting to see the gunmen- and I
say MEN because there was more than one person. There was more than one gun firing.
100% more than one.”
“As we were running, we kept changing direction, because it felt like no matter what
direction we took, we were being followed. So we ended up running in a weird triangular
path. The first place I remember getting to was a parking lot, and I told Casie (who was
slightly in front of me) we needed to get under one of the trucks. She turned to me and
started her way back to me, and that is when the gunfire got even CLOSER than ever

before. It was RIGHT THERE. It was within the parking lot. Everyone around us was
panicking once again. So we ditched the idea of getting underneath a vehicle, and we
continued the run for our lives. If you know me, you know I am a big girl, who is out of
shape, and who definitely does not run for any reason. But I can tell you I ran like I have
never run before,” she continued in extreme detail.
The 2nd place I remember going by was Hooters- which is where we met back up with
the rest of our small group. We ran towards the entrance thinking we could take cover
there, but as we got closer, a stampede of people ran out, terrified. We could only
conclude that there was another gunman inside of that hotel. This made us even more
scared- we had nowhere to go- no one to trust. At some point, we ended up at the airport
& even entered the building for safety. Everyone as we entered were screaming at the
staff “IS IT SAFE IN HERE?” but we weren’t getting anyone to answer us, so after
running about 30 feet into the building, not getting the answers we so desperately needed,
we decided it, too, wasn’t a safe spot, so we got out of there quickly and continued
running.
After all this running, we were tired, sore & having to stop to cough, gag and even vomit.
We ran across an intersection & us & another group of people pleaded with a limo driver
to let us in and get us out of there. He was clearly confused & didn’t understand what
was going on, so he didn’t let us in. Next, we ran to a taxi van & she was willing to let us
in, but she told us her van only held 4 people & she wasn’t going to let the 5 of us in, so
we said screw it and continued running. At one point, we ran passed a small liquor store
where they so graciously gave us water bottles. We passed UNLV as well.
‘Smaller Hispanic woman’ taunts victims minutes after shooting
Additionally, the eyewitness reported that she was running with her group alongside
‘Tropicana Avenue’ when a ‘dark-colored SUV’ slowed and a ‘smaller Hispanic woman’
emerged from the window to ‘taunt’ her group.
“[She] leans out the window, and she yells something we couldn’t understand in a
clearly taunting manner. It really freaked us out, because again, we didn’t know who we
could and could not trust,” the eyewitness explained.
Could this ‘smaller Hispanic woman’ have been the same ‘short Hispanic lady’ reported
by another eyewitness to have threatened concertgoers 30-45 minutes before the shooting
started?
Eight days later Suchomel was found dead in bed by her grandmother who arrived at
Schomer’s residence at 8:30 a.m.

According to an Oct. 9 report confirming Suchomel’s death, Suchomel “was taking
medication for a pituitary tumor and feared to fall asleep at night after being heavily
traumatized by the Oct. 1 massacre.
Suchomel’s death may also be the reason that Mandalay Bay security guard Jesus
Campos is receiving 24/7 high-profile security protection.
Note: The actual Facebook post made by Suchomel was removed after the original
article began to go viral.
Shepard Ambellas is an opinion journalist, analyst, and the founder and editor-in-chief of
Intellihub News & Politics (Intellihub.com). Shepard is also known for producing Shade:
The Motion Picture (2013) and appearing on Travel Channel’s America Declassified
(2013). Shepard is a regular contributor to Infowars. Read more from Shep’s World.
Follow Shep on Facebook. Subscribe to Shep’s YouTube channel.
[Source: https://www.infowars.com/las-vegas-survivor-abruptly-dies-days-after-postingeyewitness-account-of-second-shooter/]
Whether Kymberley died of natural causes or if she was taken out by the Elites will
probably never be known. Before we walk down a narrow street, we have to take into account
that Kymberley did have some health problems. She did suffer from epilepsy and it was reported
by a friend that Kymberley did have at least three focal seizures after the shooting event. This
type of seizure can often be brought on by someone that has a brain tumor, which Kymberley did
have. She was taking medications for a tumor of the pituitary gland. Many times, these seizures
can be brought on by stress, which Kymberley did have after the massacre. For the record, a
focal seizure is a partial seizure, meaning that it usually affects one the parietal lobes of the brain
and not the whole brain. This means that some cognitive and body function of the brain are
affected while others are not affected. Focal seizures can be mild or complicated. Focal seizures
have been known to ignite status epilepticus (prolonged seizures) which can cause something
Sudden Unexpected Death in Epilepsy (SUDEP).
Approximately 50,000 people die each year in the USA from status epilepticus
(prolonged seizures), SUDEP, and other seizure-related causes. SUDEP accounts for 817% of deaths in people with epilepsy. The risk of sudden death in young adults
with epilepsy is increased 24-fold compared to the general population.
[Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sudden_unexpected_death_in_epilepsy]

On the flip-side of the coin, it is not uncommon for the Elites to send out hit squads to
capitalize on a person’s physical or psychological health. I know of two women who were active
in fighting the Elites who were affected in this manner. One woman, a woman from Scotland
contacted me stating that since she had been so vocal in exposing the New World Order, she had
suffered lesions on her brain. Doctors couldn’t explain how the lesions developed on her brain.
She suffered from severe headaches much of the time. At the time when she wrote to me, she had
moved from her home address and was on the move from time to time. When she found a new
location, the lesions would heal and she would feel better. The problem was that she lived in the
UK and all medicine is socialized in nature, so when she would get treatment the “system”
would know where she was and the headaches would start again. Another such person was my
first wife. A month or two before her death she would tell me that she could hear a hum in the
bedroom when we were lying in bed. I personally never heard the hum, but I believed her when
she told me that she heard the hum.
A couple of months later she had died, the cause of death was a brain abscess that had
burst. Incidentally, at the same time, the wives of two or three other Christian who were
exposing the NWO lies (as I was doing) said that they were experiencing headaches and brain
maladies. In time their maladies were alleviated. Perhaps the news of my wife’s death had
caused some to slow down their research a bit, who knows? In regard to my first wife, I hold no
grudges because since Yahweh is Lord it was time for her to go and be with Yeshua. She even
made that statement a few months before her death, wondering if Yahweh Yeshua was going to
take her home soon. So instead of doing me harm, if nefarious forces were at work, they were
just doing Yahweh’s bidding to bring my wife home and fulfill Yahweh’s will. The poor stupid
bastard Elites have no concept to learn or the ability to learn that what they mean for harm
Yahweh uses for His Glory.
It must be remembered however that the Elites are Satanic in nature and for the most part
they are Darwinian in their thought processes. Where Yahweh protects the weak and injured, the
Elites with their Darwinian thought process attempt to hunt down and destroy the weak and
infirm. They see caring for the injured and less fortunate of people as being a weakness. Their
thought process is diametrically opposed to Yahweh’s hopes, thoughts, and desires. The Elites’
actions are in sync with the nature of this fallen world, but Yahweh’s actions are in sync with His
Kingdom which is a kingdom of love, peace, joy, and grace.
The Elites are also very sociopathic in nature and to play games with the normal populace
they often confuse issues and/or they will produce what looks like an error in their way so that

people will ask questions and also so that they can perpetuate conspiracy in a sort of “in your
face,” manner. Looking at the JFK assassination is one good way to see how this is done. They
promote through the media and other venues that Oswald was the only shooter but they also
produce circumstantial evidence to make it look like there was more than one shooter, which in
fact there was. It is sort of a divide and conquer mentality, and the foolish public fall for it all the
time.
Disappearing People?
Then we come to the amazing disappearing Jesus Campos. This man, Campos, is
supposedly the “hero” that radioed in the shooting that was coming from the 32nd floor of the
Mandalay Bay Hotel. The problem is that his story conflicted with the official story and it places
a gap of minutes between the time that Campos was wounded and the actual shooting of the
crowd at the concert started. The following is from Fox News:
Las Vegas security guard Jesus Campos disappears moments before TV interviews
By Greg Norman, Fox News
Where in the world is Jesus Campos?
The Mandalay Bay security guard shot by Stephen Paddock in the moments leading up to
the worst mass shooting in modern U.S. history was set to break his silence Thursday
night with five television interviews, including one on Fox News, Campos’ union
president said.
Except when the cameras were about to roll, and media gathered in the building to talk
to him, Campos reportedly bolted, and, as of early Friday morning, it wasn’t immediately
clear where he was.
“We were in a room and we came out and he was gone,” Campos’ union president told
reporters, according to ABC News’ Stephanie Wash. Campos is represented by the
International Union, Security, Police and Fire Professionals of America, which did not
respond to requests for comment from Fox News earlier this week.
Fox News’ Sean Hannity tweeted out that Campos, who was scheduled to appear
on “Hannity” Thursday night, “canceled” his appearance.

Little is known about Campos, with few pictures to emerge of the security guard and no
apparent online footprint surfacing to provide details about one of the central figures in
the mass shooting.
SPFPA President David L. Hickey told reporters new information about the timeline of
the attack — for which Las Vegas Police and MGM Resorts have given conflicting
accounts – doesn’t dispute Campos is still a hero for saving a maintenance worker and
possibly stopping additional shots, Wash reported.
MGM Resorts issued a statement Thursday to “correct some of the misinformation that
has been reported.”
“We know that shots were being fired at the festival lot at the same time as, or within 40
seconds after, the time Jesus Campos first reported that shots were fired over the radio,”
the statement said. “Metro officers were together with armed Mandalay Bay security
officers in the building when Campos first reported that shots were fired over the radio.
These Metro officers and armed Mandalay Bay security officers immediately responded
to the 32nd floor.”
In the most recent police timeline, provided Monday, Clark County Sheriff Joe Lombardo
said Paddock fired about 200 bullets from his room at the resort starting at 9:59 p.m. on
Oct. 1 — the volley in which Campos was hit — and then began opening fire on the music
festival crowd six minutes later.
Police had earlier said the opposite – that Campos was struck after Paddock started
firing out the window.
Nearly two weeks into the investigation, authorities have yet to disclose a motive for
Paddock’s attack, which left 58 dead.
[Source: http://www.foxnews.com/us/2017/10/13/las-vegas-security-guard-jesus-camposdisappears-moments-before-tv-interviews.html]
I have always been suspicious of Jesus Campos. First, if Paddock was firing before
Campos approached the door, the question has to be asked why anyone would approach the door
in the first place? Anyone with common sense would have determined that someone shooting in
a hotel room is dangerous, especially if he’s shooting automatic weapons. The police have said
that Paddock had cameras set up outside the room so it is conceivable that the story which states
that Campos was shot at, called in the shots and then 6 minutes later Paddock started to shoot at
the crowd. However, two broken windows shout out that there were at least two shooters. My
assumption is that Campos was the second shooter. Paddock was a shooter, but he was also a
patsy. So the two shooters are having a killing spree when Campos, an NWO operative turns on

Paddock who shoots Campos with his revolver. Campos, a much younger man overtakes
Paddock, pins him on the ground and shoots Paddock in the mouth to make it look like a suicide.
Campos fires off a few more rounds through the door to make it look like Paddock shot into the
hallway and then Campos tries to make a getaway except things go awry. They (Campos and
Paddock) have blocked off the stairwell and the police have shut down the elevators. When the
police gain access to the 32nd floor they find Campos (whom they said was standing by the
elevators) with a wound to his leg.
We move a few days into the future and Campos the “hero” is going to tell his whole
story to the world during several interviews, starting with Fox News. But there’s a big snag. The
story has changed two or three or four times and since Campos hasn’t been able to be coached by
his handlers, he doesn’t know which story to tell the world. Several things could have happened
at this point. Campos freaks knowing that if he gives any story but what is currently being told
he’s a dead man, so he bolts. Another scenario is that Campos’ Elite handlers don’t know what
story that he’s going to relay so they send out a crew to whisk Campos out secretly. If this is true
then they got him out of the country or they killed him and he’s buried so far out in the desert
that he’ll only be found on Judgement Day. Perhaps Campos revealed to someone that he was
going to tell the truth and blow the whole thing wide open so he’s taken against his will and he’s
killed. Or finally, those who programmed Campos flipped a switch, calling Campos thus
switching him off and telling him that he now needs to kill himself. So many things could have
come into play.
Like I said in a previous article, there were obviously other shooters. At one time the
police reported to the dispatcher that they observed someone in black fatigues carrying a case
that proceeded to an RV parked outside the Motel 6 down the street. The police reported back
that they had the RV under surveillance but the story goes no farther. Another call came into the
dispatcher telling of a dual-wheeled pickup truck that exited a motel at a high rate of speed and it
was asked that someone find that vehicle, but nothing was mentioned after that. Calls came in
from the Bellagio, MGM Grand, Paris, Luxor, Tropicana and other hotel/casinos of shooters
shooting yet the police always reported that the reports were unsubstantiated. However, one
video exists (at this time anyway) of a group of police yelling for the patrons at the Tropicana to
raise their hands while they are clearly seen escorting an individual that was the only person
carrying no gun, and he walked freely with no handcuffs or restraints of any kind. Who was the
mystery man with no gun?

A Sheriff That Is Clearly Intimidated, Scared and Carefully Watched:
You know, I’ve never really been an Alex Jones fan, but he’s quickly winning me over as
a listener and viewer. I watched an Info Wars report today that bothered me to some degree.
Alex split the video into segments of Las Vegas’ Sheriff Joe Lombardo giving reporters status
reports of the investigation. At the start of the whole affair Sheriff, Joe looked very confident and
self-assured. As the video progressed along with time and as reports progressed the sheriff starts
to look haggard and insecure. At the beginning, the Sheriff was looking at the crowd of reporters
and was congenial. Toward the end, he would not look at reporters and he looked bothered, even
stating that he would only be reading from his paper and would not answer questions. In essence,
he looks like a person that made a deal with the devil and is regretting it. The sheriff’s body
language spoke volumes. He never made eye contact with the audience, his voice broke a couple
times while he was talking and at least two times his hands could be seen shaking when he
moved them off of the podium.

The picture of a man who is clearly under duress and struggling with his conscience
When watching this video and report from Info Wars I was reminded of a couple of
movies about the life of Yeshua where one could clearly see a figure that was made to be Satan
who was watching the trial and later crucifixion of Yeshua like he was personally making sure
that all of the evil was accomplished exactly as he had planned. The person in this Las Vegas
drama is a man whose name is Aaron Rouse who was appointed to head the Las Vegas Bureau
office by none other than James Comey himself was the puppet of Barack Obama and his Islamic
minions. The fact that he was placed by Comey make red flags fly in every direction! Comey
was probably the most crooked FBI Director that ever existed.

One has to realize that the FBI that used to serve the American public back when we
were kids isn’t the same FBI that exists now. The FBI of yesteryear protected the public but the
FBI of the 21st Century is at war with the American people, or at least the American people who
love liberty and nation sovereignty. This is the same FBI who along with other government
agencies killed innocent people on Ruby Ridge, aided in assaulting the Branch Davidian
compound in Waco under orders of Janet Reno, and is responsible for the murder of women and
children along with the men on that property. In addition, this is the same FBI that worked with
the BLM in the Bundy Ranch raid and they are the same FBI that assassinated Lavoy Finicum in
Eastern Oregon just a few years ago. This is why I say that Joe Lombardo is under duress. A
governmental bureau that is famous for so many heinous acts is very intimidating. They can
make friends and family “disappear,” and if they’re not afraid to assassinate Finicum and murder
a religious group they are capable of anything. Note the following picture of Rouse leering at
Lombardo in a clear-cut case of intimidation:

Looking at this picture we can see that Aaron Rouse isn’t at the press briefing as a
support figure, no, he is leering and he looks like he’s going to take the microphone away from
Lombardo before he can say anything that might contradict the status quo as it stands right up to
this point. We are witnessing tyranny in its truest form. Remember too that there are police
captains and sheriffs all over the country that are getting the same message that Lombardo is
getting, that message being, “the federal government is in charge and any attempt to circumvent
our plans will be met with harm to you and yours.”

What are you trying to say, Dave?
What I’m trying to say is it is imperative that we start to pray immediately for Sheriff
Lombardo. I can only imagine that he has questioned the fidelity of the FBI and they have come
back with a threat or several threats against Joe and his family. The Elites like Rouse don’t care
about family. They would just assume throw their families to a pack of wolves if it meant that
they would gain some sort of power by doing so. Spiritually speaking, if I encountered Rouse I
wouldn’t ask for a demon’s name, I’d ask how many were inside of him. He is a vile and wicked
creature and is capable of anything that he is ordered to do. Joe needs some serious help from
Yahweh, first for his protection and that of his family, and then for wisdom as to how he can
extricate himself from this situation without giving up his life to do it. Everyone reading this, or
if you hear my voice on the radio, we need to pray hedges of protection around Joe and his
family, and we need to pray that Yahweh will eliminate the threats to his life and safety, even if
it means Yahweh removing Rouse and all others like him from the face of the earth, but only by
Yahweh’s doing because the principalities that control people like Rouse are very powerful thus
making it imperative that Yahweh handle it with his warrior angels. Personally, I would like to
see the FBI cleaned out of the rat’s nest that exist there. There are many good people working for
the FBI and they seek justice, but it is the vermin at the top, men like Rouse that make the FBI
smell like a heap of horse manure. If Yahweh is going to preserve our nation, even for just a little
while, we need for him to rid the land of false prophets, kings, and princes and to raise up the
good people within organizations like the FBI so that the FBI and other intelligence
organizations become tools that Yahweh can use. We need to pray for an Elijah vs. the Prophets
of Baal situation in this instance and we need for Yahweh to raise up men like David and his
mighty men to purge this land of wickedness.

